Ricardo Riskalla is one of Australia’s leading Fitness
and Health experts. Contacting Ricardo is the first step
to living a healthy lifestyle.
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How to stay fit when pregnant
By Dilvin Yasa • Aug 9th, 2017

Sexy, strong and pregnant - oh yes you can. Image: Getty.
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If you’ve recently announced your pregnancy, there’s every chance loved ones (and
hell, even strangers) will give you their five cents on how much activity you should be
doing. “Rest up dear, your body is already doing enough,” they’ll tell you. “Jogging will
only distress the baby. But how accurate is that advice really? Should you reign in
how much activity you do? We take a look at the biggest myths behind pregnancy
exercise.
Myth #1: Exercise has no place in pregnancy
On the contrary, studies have shown exercise during pregnancy is linked to a lower
risk of gestational diabetes, postnatal depression and high blood pressure, as well as
decreased back pain (particularly the later months) and fewer complications in
labour. “It’s also worth remembering that exercise increases oxygenation and
increases the quick delivery of nutrients to the baby,” says Ricardo Riskalla, Rawfit
personal trainer. “And we also know recovery after labour is swifter for women who
remained fit and active during their pregnancy.” Aim to do 30 minutes of moderate
exercise every day.
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Myth #2: Every pregnant woman can exercise
Although most healthy women can remain active throughout their pregnancies,
women who have or have suffered vaginal bleeding, an incompetent cervix, placenta
praevia, heart or lung issues, pregnancy-induced hypertension, as well as those who
are risk of premature labour will need to remain sidelined until they are cleared by
their doctor. Riskalla goes one step further and says all pregnant women should
check in with their doctor first – medical issue or no medical issue. “It won’t take long
to get to an appointment, but a doctor’s clearance can make all the difference to
your confidence during a workout.”
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Myth #3: Doing crunches now is a solid plan to get your abs back quickly postbirth
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Sadly (happily?) stomach work will have to wait, says Riskalla who explains pregnant
women should never perform exercises where they’re lying on their backs. “Your
blood pressure can drop dramatically in this position so it’s best to avoid for the time
being,” he says. If you’re keen to keen up abdominal strength, try sitting upright and
pulling your belly button in towards your spine as though you’re tightening a belt
instead. Hold this position for ten seconds before relaxing and then repeat ten times.
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Heck yes you can work out with a baby on board and it's good for you too.
Image: Getty.
Myth #4: Run, don’t walk
It’s important to keep your heart rate below 120 beats per minute during exercise
and for this reason, Riskalla recommends you walk briskly in place of breaking out a
sweat out on the track. “Walking is excellent before, during and after pregnancy –
especially after since it’s relaxing and you can do it pushing the pram,” he says. Start
with a short, brisk walk and increase both the pace and length over time but keep it
at a rate that you’re comfortable with. Not into walking? Swimming can be just as
great in pregnancy.
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Myth #5: All physical activity is created equal
Aside from walking, Riskalla is a fan of yoga and pilates (“But only if performed
under the guidance of a trainer”), but says heavy weights, running and high impact
exercises should be avoided until you’ve been given the all-clear from your doctor at
your six-week check-up, post-birth. “Aggressive contact spot should also be avoided,
as should sports where you could fall and injure yourself such as horse riding, skiing
and skating.” And although you’re probably unlikely to take up dodgeball anytime
soon, it’s also a good idea to avoid games where balls could hit your body with
force.
Myth #6: You should exercise through the pain barrier
This might be true of others who aren’t incubating mini-humans, but you need to stay
aware of what’s happening with your body at any given time. Stop exercising
immediately if you notice vaginal bleeding, chest pain, amniotic fluid leakages,
dizziness, headache or calf pain and/or swelling. Should you notice any of these
symptoms, seek medical advice straight away.
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